these Chinese migrants and their descendants also actively participated in the construction of the former Soviet Union and Stalin's war against the Third Reich's invasion in the 1940s.
This paper analyzes how a new Dungan ethnic identity has since emerged due partly to the geographical isolation imposed by the formidable natural barrier of the Tianshan ("Heavenly Mountain") and partly to the ambiguous sentiments towards the ancestral homeland of Zhongyuan given the collective memory of the tragic exodus (the earlier generations of these Chinese migrants in Central Asia used to call themselves i. e. "people of/from Chungylian" -"Chungylian" or "Chungt'u", literally "Middle Land" or "Middle Earth", being a common Chinese expression in the old days referring to China). However, the Chinese language in the form of a mixture of the Shaanxi and Gansu regionalects remarkably written today not in Chinese characters but in the Cyrillic alphabet, and Chinese traditions of the Shaanxi and Gansu varieties have been fiercely preserved through the generations until today, including nineteenth-century vocabulary and traditions which are no longer found in modem China, due both to the cohesiveness of communal life and an aversion to marriage outside the community.
Besides analyzing the Dungan community's dilemmas of identity preservation and identity creation, this paper also looks at the impact of the disintegration of the Soviet union in 1991 and the birth of the post-Soviet independent Central Asian republics on these descendants of Chinese migrants. The influx of the new Chinese migrants since the early 1990s that has triggered xenophobic response in many Central Asian societies is also adding a new dimension to the existing set of new challenges faced by the Dungans today brought about both by the onslaught of nationalisms of the new politically dominant ethnic groups in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan and the economic turmoil faced by these new republics following the collapse of the Soviet command economy, which in a violent form, resulted in the severe interethnic clashes between the Chinese-speaking and Turkic-speaking youths in Iskra, near the Kyrgyz capital Bishkek, in February 2010 which sent a tremor through Kyrgyzstan's delicate ethnic social fabric that is still licking its wounds after the Kyrgyz-Uzbek clash in 1991 that claimed more than 300 lives.
The Iskra Ethnic Riots
On 6th dong-an ("east bank", referring to the east bank of the Yellow River where these people originally came from), or "Tongguan" (the place and nearby area in today's Shaanxi province where some of these people came from), or even "Dunhuang" (which is situated on the these people's route of migration into Czarist Russia). In the past the Dungans used to call themselves tsun-ianzin (zhongyuanren, literally "people of/from zhongyuan" -"zhongyuan", literally "Middle Land", was a common Chinese expression referring to China) (Rimski-KorsakoffDyer, 1981: 46-47 
Dungans' Challenges in the Transition Economies
Today's Dungan people in Sortobe work mainly as traders (50 per In fact, the Dungans also embody a microcosm of the Hui people of China. In terms of geographical origin, their forefathers came from mainly Shaanxi and Gansu, but also Qinghai and Xinjiang of China; in sectarian terms, the Dungans comprise Muslims of the Jahriyya, Qadim and Ikhwan sects; in terms of language, besides the Shaanxi and Gansu regionalects, the Dungans also speak the Qinghai and Hezhou regionalects of China. The majority of the Dungans inYrdyk belong to the Jahriyya sect -one of the many sects of China's Hui which also include Qadim, Khufiyya, Ikhwan, etc. Like the Khufiyya, the Jahriyya is a branch of the Naqshbandiyya, the largest Sufi brotherhood in Central Asia. The Jahriyya is one of the four main groups of menhuan, which also include the Kubrawiyya, the Khufiyya and the Qadariyya. Menhuan is the Sufi order of the Hui people; for instance, there are three main Khufiyya menhuan evolved in China's Ningxia Hui Zizhiqu ("Autonomous Region") since the end of the Ch'ing dynasty -the Xianmen, the Tonggui and the Hongmen menhuan (Yeoh, 2006a: 9-10) . In a way, the Karakunuz (the former name of Masanchin, meaning "breeding place of black beetles" in the Kyrgyz language). His grandfather then convinced them that this was a good place to settle because, firstly, the terrain would facilitate their escape in case the Ch'ing army pursued across the border, and secondly, being such a huge number of refugees, conflicts would be unavoidable in the long term if they were to stay together with the local people;
hence, staying apart from the local people was a better option (fieldwork interview, 200112002 posed to them. In fact, it is reported that in these villages culturally virtually trapped in the late-Ch'ing era, when children throw tantrums, sometimes the adults' response to stop their crying is to warn them that Zuo Zongtang will come to kill them if they do not stop crying! (Li, 2008) 
Dungans in the Local Environment: Identity, Relations and Interactions
While the Central Asian states are now facing the problem of sharp decline in birth rate, the Dungans' birth rate remains high. The second generation usually had about 7 to 15 children per family, partly due to the encouragement from the Soviet government.
Among the farming families in Masanchi, Sotorbe and Sokuluk, many Dungan women are "hero mothers" who had given birth to more than 10 children. As observed in Vansvanova (2000) in the case of Kazakhstan, a Dungan rural family each still had about 5 or 6 children, though in the 1980s the number was 7 or 8. Vansvanova also noted that there were more than 300 "hero mother" in Masanchi and Sortobe. These refugeemigrants were originally peasants in Shaanxi and Gansu, hence the vast land in Central
Asia had proven to be to their advantage. For instance in Masanchi, the first-generation migrants purchased some farming equipment with settlement subsidies from the local government as well as crafted some others for the planting of vegetables and wheat, and Phenotypically, alternate-generation heredity is common among the Dungans, partly because of the huge casualty incurred during the exodus through the harsh Tianshan -e.g. among Bai Yanhu's followers, about three quarters or 27000 people were killed in the harsh climate on the snow mountain, only 3314 survived when they emerged on the other side of the mountain on 27th December 1877, days after they began the fateful trek through the 3800-meter high snow mountain in harsh winter -but partly also because there were among them less womenfolk many of whom were victims of footbinding at that time and were thus unable to scale the formidable mountain roads."
Hence, with the approval of the Czarist government, many early Dungan migrants had married Russian, Kazakh and Kyrgyz women (Li, 2008) . to China for the settlement of a border dispute (Marat, 2008) . In fact, Chinese merchants and migrant workers (mostly Muslim Uighurs) were living in secluded areas in Bishkek, apart from the local Kyrgyz residents.
These latest events involving the influx of the new Chinese migrants will definitely have an impact upon the Dungans -an issue that will be discussed in the next section.
Concluding Remarks
The [The Dungan language] was an independent language, phonetically and syntactically quite different from Chinese, and that there are two "Dungan" dialects -the Kansu and Shensi dialects, which are quite different from the Kansu and Shensi dialects in China. There was also "Dungan" food which the Dungans thought was different from the Chinese food and yet, to me, as one who lived in China for many years, many of the dishes were familiar ones I had eaten in China quite frequently. well preserved among the Dungans, it was indeed unfortunate that the Chinese writing system was not preserved as well, and there had been meetings and agreement signings during his trips to Shaanxi to set a priority for education, paving the way for Kazakhstan's Dungans to come to China "to learn the mother tongue". 13 In fact, the Dungan students were enjoying the preferential treatment provided by the Shaanxi provincial government who treated them as local rather than foreign students in terms of school fees. In the words of An, "We are scared that if we lose the language, then we would not be able to go home." "Home", as An referred to, was of course Shaanxi Province, China. There is indeed a less romantic, rather mundane and practical aspect, as
An also highlighted in the interview. As a lot of goods are imported from China today into Kazakhstan and Central Asia at large, it is thus useful for the Dungan youths to learn modern Chinese. Every year since 2000, An has been sending some children from the Dungan villages to Xi'an, China, to learn Chinese who will later come back to teach others, and it is considered by the parents as a great honour if their children were selected for this." As one of the most important contributors to cultural distinctions, education has been seen as pseudoethnicity, said to be "a subcase of the same processes that also produce ethnicity", according to Collins (1975: 86) who further remarked:
Schools everywhere are established originally to pass on a particular form of religion or elite class culture, and are expanded in the interests of political indoctrination or ethnic hegemony. In these situations, education is nothing more than ethnic or class culture, although it can be taught to those who are not born into it. (Collins, 1975: 87) Seeing education, especially cultural and language education, in this light, the long-term impact of such educational arrangement for Dungan children on the re-Sinicization of the Dungans could probably not be easily dismissed.
That said, there remains the possible contention between ethnoreligious allegiance and ethnolinguistic allegiance -here referring to the two "cultural" components of ethnic boundary as a process that tends to be tenacious and uncompromising, the manifestation of the age-old fourfold ascriptive loyalty of race, territoriality, language and religion (Yeoh, 2006b: 224) . Poor past relations between the three main Muslim groups, Uyghur, Kazak, and Hui, suggest that conflicts among Muslims would be as great as those between Muslims and Han Chinese. Most local residents believe that independence would lead to significant conflicts between these groups, along ethnic, religious, urban-rural, and territorial lines, Gladney (2003: 24-25) While Geertz (1963: 109) saw that the "congruities of [the primordial attachments of] blood, speech, custom, and so on, are seen to have an ineffable, and at times overpowering, coerciveness in and of themselves", the Weberian approach views ethnic group as being not "natural" (as kinship group is) but "rational" and primarily political:
Ethnic membership (Gemeinsamkeit) differs from the kinship group precisely by being a presumed identity, not a group with concrete social action, like the latter. In our sense, ethnic membership does not constitute a group; it only facilitates group formation of any kind, particularly in the political sphere. On the other hand, it is primarily the political community, no matter how artificially organized, that inspires the belief in common ethnicity. (Weber, 1968 tL 15 : 389) In this light, ethnicity can be seen in intergroup relations not as a '''given' of social existence", but a political construct linked directly to power relations and resource competition, and a boundary marker frequently mobilized to meet the rising need of identity investment for economic and political purposes (Yeoh, 2010b: 576) . deteriorates the greater would be the tendency for separate ethnic groups to coalesce along the lines of collective interests leading to acute societal polarization while the publics become more receptive to scapegoat myths (Yeoh, 2010a: 16, 62) 
Notes
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